2017
Agenda

7:30 am
9:00am
11:00am
12:30pm
2:00pm
3:00pm
5:00pm
7:00pm
8:30pm

Breakfast
Colloquium for the Common Good
Networking
Lunch & Cluster-Forks
Networking
Conversations for Change
& Capacity Building Clinics
Networking
Dinner & Cluster-Forks
Entertainment & Casual Convenings

Cluster-Forks

Discussions at lunch and dinner cover a wide range of policy, geographic, operational, entrepreneurial,
and poverty related themes, allowing Delegates to showcase their ideas, organizations and expertise.
Arrive early and bring your meal to the table to join a discussion!

Conversations for Change

In conversations during extended, two-hour work sessions, Delegates intensively discuss their common
missions, strategies and challenges around a central question, issue or theme. Conversations engage
a broad range of poverty-alleviation actors: impact investors, grant makers, for-profit social enterprises,
nonprofit innovators, activists, media, academics, and corporate field-leaders.

Capacity Building Clinics

Capacity Building Clinics are professional development sessions in which Delegates intensively coach
one another. Concrete, pragmatic skills for organizations and leadership are taught.

Seating is limited and available on a first-come, first-seated basis.
Opportunity Collaboraton’s online 2017 Agenda reflects the complete event schedule.
Off Agenda Delegate organized activities are posted by the mailboxes.

The animating premise of the Opportunity Collaboration is simple: people of good will forge their own
solutions, directions and alliances, and uncover new ways to combine and leverage resources. You are
responsible for communicating your mission and assuring that other Delegates express theirs. Share
best practices and failures, illuminate partnership opportunities, reveal a current passion or spark
innovative ideas. Don’t preach theories. Talk simply. Engage your fellow Delegates. Be personal and
practical. Ask questions and listen.

MONDAY / TUESDAY / WEDNESDAY / THURSDAY

Jyoti Levy

Miramar Palapa

TUESDAY / WEDNESDAY / THURSDAY

Uduak Amina
Conference Center: Office
Communications Lab: What Are You Telling People? A 3 day series.
You know your organization’s goal and that communication is critical to accomplishing that goal. But what does
that mean? Who should you speak to? What should you tell them? What's your message? Create your
communication plan in this 3 part series!
Day 1: What’s the problem?
You know your mission, so what’s holding you back? We’ll go from goal to problem to communication objective.
Day 2: Who are the people?
All sorts of people have a role to play in the success of an organization. So, who specifically matters in your
communication planning and why? Figure out who your audience is, who their influencers are, and get into their
mindsets. Work out what to say to them, when and how.
Day 3: What’s the plan?
Pull it all together – the problem, the people, the channels and the messages – to come up with your plan!
TUESDAY

Lina Srivastava & Babita Patel
Conference Center: Tolteca 1
Design Lab: What’s Your Narrative Strategy?
Launching a media campaign that resonates with communities and is relevant to the change you seek requires a
plan. The best projects flow seamlessly from strategy to production to distribution. Let’s dig into the first step of
this process: how to create a strategic plan for developing your narrative. Walk away understanding how to design
your media project to work with your communities for positive change. Understand how to define your change
goals, audiences, engagement & distribution, partners, resources, and of course, the juicy part – the narrative.
WEDNESDAY

Babita Patel, Daniela Kon-Lieberberg, Nana Kofi Acquah & Victor d’Allant
Conference Center: Tolteca 1
Production Lab: Creative Content Factory
Content isn’t king. It’s everything! It’s the messenger between you and your audience. How can you tell your story
through visuals, photography or film in a way that resonates, inspires and achieves your goals? Are you aware
that your gender, orientation, culture and socio-economic level impacts the way you tell the stories of others? How
do you maintain the dignity of your subjects and the integrity of your cause? Doesn't sound easy, does it? The
good news: it’s actually a science, and one we can teach you. Learn how to tell your story with lasting impact.
THURSDAY

Daniela Kon-Lieberberg, Victor d’Allant, Neetal Parekh & Babita Patel
Conference Center: Tolteca 1
Distribution Lab: So You Made a Video / Podcast / Campaign. Now What?
Did you share it on Facebook, get a bunch of likes, but no concrete results? After investing all that time, money
and resources, who should you share it with? Where should you share it? How do you get the right eyeballs on it?
Come discover proven distribution strategies, the ins & outs of community engagement, and how to maximize the
impact of your content. Turn your likes into actual donations, active participation and high-profile visibility.

Monday, October 16th
Lunch Service Begins

12:30-2:00pm

Cluster-Forks

Luna Azul & Miramar Restaurants

Winthrop Carty
Luna Azul
Collective Impact without Glue is Just Mush
Collective Impact is a new rage in our change-making space, and deservedly so. It is not, however, a matter of,
“Pour one mission, two convenings, a website, and stir.” Other key ingredients are patience, resources and
support over time. What do you do to build genuine familiarity and trust among your change-maker network
members? What does true cohesion look like in your network? What strategies would help you get there?

MONDAY

12:00pm

MONDAY, OCTOBER 16 TH

Leticia Gasca
Luna Azul
Creating Actionable Knowledge from Failure
Creating a culture where failure leads to insight, understanding and innovation is not a simple task. But failure is
necessary because from failure comes learning, iteration and adaptation. Join us to discuss strategies for creating
knowledge from mistakes. How does your organization define and measure success and failure? How do you
react when a project fails? Can you improve that response? What data do you miss by not looking at failures?
Luna Azul
EJ Jacobs
Pitch Perfect: Organizing How You Talk About Your Organization
Let’s examine what donors want in a spoken and introductory email pitch. How can we best package an
organization that does so much into a very small pitch? What responsibility do we owe to the donors and our
organization when pitching? Join us for interactive pitch practice! Improve your pitch to be more succinct and
importantly, more relevant to the donor. Please arrive at noon to eat, and expect a short lunch before we start!
Clive Ka Lun Lee
Luna Azul
Collaborating a Global Partnership for Hope
Can we promise a bright future for our children? Depression is the number one cause of youth mental health
issues. Suicide, claiming 800,000 lives every year, is one of the top three causes of youth death globally. While
education takes a crucial part of life for children around the world, how can we collaborate on education initiatives
to build up the resilience of future generations for coping with unknown future challenges in this vibrant world?
Paul Loeb
Miramar
The 2018 Elections: What Would it Take for 20 million Students to Vote?
Students and young voters are key to America’s future, and much of the global future. But far too many stay home
from the polls, wrestling with cynicism and despair, daunting voter laws, and other obstacles to participation. Why
don't students vote? What can be done to help them engage? Hear about strategies developed working with 300
campuses to enroll over 3 million student voters. Bring your own examples of what works and what doesn’t!
Andrew Mack & Nick Wolf
Miramar
Regenerative Agriculture: Developing Resilient Food Systems
How can we create resilient and healthy food systems? Share successes and lessons learned on how to move
farmers up the value chain, reducing risks and increasing returns. What challenges do we face building local food
systems? Can smallholder farming, the world’s biggest employer, be more sustainable? How do we get more food
to market? How do we improve the health and education of farming families? What role can technology play?
Susan Misra & Alia Rasoully
Miramar
Building Power towards Liberation in the Face of Authoritarianism
The rise of populism alongside closing civic space challenges a new vision for justice, equity and liberation. In our
work, we can all be advancing deep equity, inner work, leaderful ecosystems, and multiple ways of knowing (like
ancestral and indigenous wisdom) to influence complex systems. How are we building power in this moment of
global authoritarianism? What’s working? How can we persist? How do we bring about and model liberation?
Nancy Murphy
Miramar
Intrapreneurs not Entrepreneurs: Challenges & Opportunities 2.0
Intrapreneurs – internal change agents – influence existing, often large organizations to create change, at scale.
Are you an intrapreneur? Join us to explore ways to be seen as a problem solver, not a trouble maker, increase
your influence and feel less isolated. What specific tools and resources work well to influence change inside your
organization? What have you tried that failed? Why? What skills are necessary for effective intrapreneurs?
CONCURRENT
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MONDAY

MONDAY, OCTOBER 16 TH
Monday, October 16th
3:00-5:00pm

Conversations for Change

Clara Chow & Bunmi Otegbade
Conference Center: Azteca 1
A Global Movement for Social Mobility Enterprise
Can you imagine a world where businesses serve their workers, not just the other way round? What is your vision
for a global movement of social mobility enterprises? Zest is transforming conditions for domestic workers, and
homeless, unemployed youth. The time for a new kind of SME is now:
just happens to be run by
cooperative businesses are flourishing, retailers are reinventing dead end jobs, and LinkedIn is using data to
“disrupt” unemployment. Join us to discuss work-study career paths out of poverty for low-skilled young workers.
Michael Gordon, Jonathan Isham
Conference Center: Azteca 2
& Daniela Papi-Thornton
The Future of Social Impact Education
With increased interest in social innovation and more students looking for careers with impact, educators have a
unique role to play in training talent and influencing impact. Join us if you work in, care about, or want to influence
education programs and systems to provide the support the next generation needs to fuel positive social change.
What role do university and graduate programs play? Can this work be started in primary education, and what
does that look like? Which students are we reaching now, who is being left out, and how do we fill those gaps?
Paul Haible & Nick Tilsen
Conference Center: Azteca 3
MNI Wiconi (Water is Life): The Movement at Standing Rock
The rising at Standing Rock was one of the largest forms of Indigenous Resistance in over 100 years in the
United States. Tens of thousands of indigenous people came to stand against some of the biggest corporations in
the world. In this important moment in history, a global movement was launched. Come hear about the
movement, lessons learned and next steps. What is the role of philanthropy in Indigenous led movements? How
do we leverage this moment in history to support a lasting movement and systematic change over the long haul?
Tabitha Mpamira-Kaguri & Amy Paulson
Conference Center: Office
The Color of Trauma: The Intersection of Culture, Healing & Transformation
The wounds of trauma from racism, oppression, violence and exploitation are deep and intergenerational.
Whether we are focused on a single issue, or intersectional issues, as fighters for social justice, we can’t ignore
the impact of trauma on ourselves, our communities and the world. What are the personal and cultural lenses
through which we see ourselves and the world? How do these lenses impact cycles of trauma? How are personal
and collective transformation linked? Let’s share practices for promoting healing in our justice work.
Mark Bauhaus, Sherri Pittman & Mary Hedahl
Conference Center: Tolteca 1
Activating Climate Response for Social Impact
Social impact is integrally tied to climate change. Climate change disproportionately affects the bottom 2 billion.
And we need to include everyone in a carbon neutral world. What aspects of climate change are already changing
your programs or mission? How are you including sustainability and carbon neutral outcomes in your social
impact programs? What do your stakeholders say about how the intersection of climate response and social
impact affects your work? Come share how your efforts include marginalized communities in climate solutions.
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 16 TH

3:00-5:00pm

Capacity Building Clinics

Michelle Muri
Conference Center: Maya 1
Our Relationship with Money
When it comes to money, many of us experience distress. What stories did we learn about money growing up?
How do those stories affect our habits and behaviors around money? How does our personal relationship to
money affect the choices we make within our organization? We are at our most powerful when we are authentic.
Join a discussion about the narratives we seldom question that impact our ability to bring resources to our work.

MONDAY

Monday, October 16th

Cristi Hegranes & Babita Patel
Conference Center: Maya 2
Storytelling 101
Boehm Media Clinic
It’s time to write your annual report, plan your social media campaign, or yikes! share your work with someone
over the buffet line at a party. What kind of story do you have to share? One that’ll get an “uh huh” or an “ah ha!”?
Whether you’re new to the game or a veteran in the biz, this session will give you hands on coaching to take your
storytelling skills to the next level. Come ready to craft your stories, discover your hook, and experiment with
language and story structure. Leave with a bank of stories to share at a moment’s notice.
Paul Lynch & Lina Srivastava
Conference Center: Tolteca 2
Storytelling 101: Investors Edition
Boehm Media Clinic
If you’re a funder and want to connect with other funders, this hands-on workshop is for you. Are you sick of being
pitched? Do you feel like you’re walking around with a GIGANTIC $ on your forehead? Social entrepreneurs and
nonprofits need to learn how to share their vision. And you also have a big job: you need to share who you are,
what you care about, and how you work, while also supporting your investee’s vision. Storytelling is part of your
investment. How well they tell their story will impact how well you can tell yours.
Natalie Lynn Rekstad & Vanessa Pierce
Miramar Room
Board Fundraising Retreat in a Box
Fundraising is a team sport, yet as your organization’s primary fundraiser it can feel that the weight of attracting
money lies solely on your shoulders. Learn how to engage your board and staff as allies in fundraising,
exponentially increasing your capacity to develop key relationships and raise more money for the mission you all
care about so deeply. Come ready to acquire the tools to facilitate a workshop that will inspire clearly defined
action. Engage your board and staff more fully, while boosting your fundraising success for years to come!
Aisha Fukushima
Mini Club
Break The Mental Wall
What’s one problem you are having in your organization, and how can you use creativity to solve it? Many social
entrepreneurs are also artists, writers, musicians and storytellers. But many of us walk into the office or a board
meeting and leave our “creative selves” behind. Join us to merge the ideas of creativity, business, and problem
solving. Bring a central problem you are having with your organization, or a wall you feel you have faced. We’ll
use exercises to unlock new solutions and new pathways to solutions. Come use creativity in new ways!
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MONDAY

MONDAY,
OCTOBER 16 TH
Monday, October 16th
6:30pm

Dinner Service Begins

7:00-8:30pm

Cluster-Forks

Luna Azul & Miramar Restaurants

Chirstopher Ategeka
Luna Azul
The Future of Human-Technology Relationship
What are the positive effects of technology? The negative? What does it mean for humanity to have influence
over the powers that control our lives? We’ll talk about trends in automation, artificial intelligence, genomics, and
much more that are currently affecting all of us, our communities and the future of our children.
Conor Bohan
Luna Azul
Post-Secondary Education for Post-Industrial Development
Post-secondary education plays a fundamental role in dividing the haves and the have-nots. Come explore the
remarkable transformation that post-secondary education has in outcomes of marriage, family size, employment,
income, health, life expectancy, and more. How can post-secondary education be prioritized in low resource
environments? Is the growth of private higher-ed institutions helping? Can I incorporate higher-ed in my program?
Luna Azul
Diana de Castro
Leveling the Playing Field for Low-Income Women Entrepreneurs
Women are powerful engines of the economy and a catalyst for positive change for their families, their
communities and the world. What factors keep women from realizing their full potential? In Mexico, only 36% of all
micro, small and medium-sized enterprises are owned by women. In small and medium-sized enterprises, women
have participation rates of only 10% and 5%, respectively. What approaches level the playing field?
Patricia Hall
Luna Azul
Youth Engagement on Global Goals
Most schools around the world are not aware of the UN Sustainability Global Goals, but we won’t achieve the
goals without engaging youth to be part of the solution! How can we inspire youth to take action? Join us to find out
what we are doing in schools, and share what you know about youth engagement. Let’s learn together. How can
we educate and engage a generation of youth that will help alleviate poverty around the world?
Emily Lutyens & Mark Newberg
Miramar
Two Sides of the Same Coin:
When Investors and Entrepreneurs Start Speaking the Same Language
Investors and entrepreneurs are usually on different sides of the table. Want to help us set this table differently?
Shouldn’t we all be on the same side? Or, at least, speak the same language? We’ll give entrepreneurs and
investors the opportunity to understand the intricacies of our processes, learn from other’s experience, and come
to a better understanding about why everybody does what they do, the way they do it, pursuing impact together!
Elena Panaritis
Miramar
Political Entrepreneurship: Building Leadership in a Public Private Ecosystem
What are the objectives of policy making? How can policy influence economic growth, social justice, and
environmental balance? What are the needed skills for a successful change maker in policy making? How does
one measure ultimate success?
Katherine Redington
Miramar
Maximizing the Value of Donor Trips
Nothing inspires or engages donors more than seeing and experiencing first-hand the work they are invested in.
What successful strategies have you used for bringing donors into the field with you? What lessons have you
learned from your experiences? From power dynamics to costs, logistics, liability, and facilitation, we’ll share
proven tips for maximizing the positive impact of donor trips.
George Srour
Miramar
He for She ~ From Ally-ship to Action:
Effective Tools for Men Supporting Gender Equity
Are you a male feminist supporting the empowerment of women and girls? Are you ready to take your role as a
supporter to the next level? Let’s explore ways male activists can go beyond supporting gender equity programs
to effectively leveraging their privilege to advocate for women and girls. We’ll talk about unconscious bias,
challenging harmful gender stereotypes, approaches to fundraising, policy-making, and more. All are welcome!
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Tuesday, October 17th
12:00pm

Lunch Service Begins

12:30-2:00pm

Cluster-Forks

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17 TH
Luna Azul & Miramar Restaurants

Baillie Aaron & Susan Davis
Luna Azul
Development Malpractice
How can we hold nonprofits, foundations and major donors accountable for failure in development projects? Often
it is easy to fund something and “walk away” feeling good because the people we’re trying to help are far away.
But we know from research that it is not uncommon for communities to experience “development malpractice.”
Let’s think creatively! Is there a way to create stronger feedback loops between beneficiaries and donors?

Luna Azul
Whitney Caruso
Capturing the Role of Personal Transformation in Sustainable Development Outcomes
What is personal transformation, and why is it important? Common success metrics miss a fundamental aspect of
what leads to sustainable change: the internal transformation that occurs within individuals. What are successful
ways to capture changes in hope, agency, and self-confidence experienced by individuals? What are the
challenges in capturing this information? How can we quantify and maximize this change for long-term outcomes?

TUESDAY

Nerma Albertorio
Luna Azul
The Entrepreneurial Mindset for Kids
To break the cycle of poverty, we can work with the entrepreneurial mindset of children: give them tools to
understand how they can be agents of change in their communities, empower them to take action, and set a new
mindset that allows them to access new possibilities and opportunities. What are the leading teaching practices in
entrepreneurship for kids? What are the challenges in developing an entrepreneurial culture for children?

Thinley Choden
Luna Azul
Growing Small
The challenges of accessing capital, talent and an impact ecosystem are doubly pronounced for social
entrepreneurs in small countries. While we cannot impress with size, the potential for profound impact and
systemic change is immense - especially given the smallness! How do we engage philanthropic investors in a
small region with big challenges, lacking infrastructure? How do we start to build a social impact ecosystem?
Jim Chu
Miramar
Connecting the Informal Economy
Informal markets dominate the developing world. Establishing structure in this dynamic marketplace that links it to
the formal, global economy makes serving hundreds of millions of people more feasible, efficient and scalable.
How can we meet the market where it is instead of trying to bring it to us? How do you engage the informal
market in your initiative? How can mobile IT connect the informal market with the global economy?
Kimberly Hogan
Miramar
The Funder’s Imperative: Scaling Solutions toward Shifting Systems
Are you a funder on a constant quest to have more impact? How can you be sure that the funds you deploy are
making a meaningful difference in the world? Over the past year Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, Skoll, Ford,
Draper Richards Kaplan and other foundations investigated these questions, and came across “best practices”
that encourage funders to work more collaboratively and to place longer-term, adaptive, responsive resources.
Emilio Rivero
Miramar
Clean Cooking
We produce high performing, low cost biomass cookstoves that are efficient, durable, desirable, and affordable in
developing nations. How can we increase adoption rates? What micro-financing and sales & marketing best
practices do you recommend? How can community collaboration aid in large deployments of 10,000+ stoves?
Any advice on local distribution and installation partnerships? What are the best clean stove impact measures?
Constance Elizabeth Swaniker
Miramar
Bridging the Skills Gap in Africa
There is a job paradox in Africa: numerous positions remain open for technicians, welders, mechanics, engineers,
plumbers, and electricians, but the number of qualified locals is low. Less than 5% of Africans enroll in formal
technical or vocational training programs. My dream is to encourage more women to enter vocations traditionally
set aside for men. What technical skills delivery models are succcessful? What motivates investment in training?
CONCURRENT
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17 TH
Tuesday, October 17th
3:00-5:00pm

Conversations for Change

TUESDAY

Joy Anderson, Lauren Murphy & Jackie VanderBrug
Conference Center: Azteca 1
Gender Lens Investing:
Challenges & Opportunities for Investments to Create Gender-Equitable Social Change
Where is the field of gender lens investing now and where are we headed? What best practices are emerging?
Where are the deep challenges? How can strategies in gender lens investing recognize intersectionality with race,
class, age, disability, and other identities? What partnerships are driving innovation between private investors,
foundations, fund managers, wealth advisors, donor agencies, and others? What is the potential of collaborating
around specific issues such as reproductive health or gender-based violence? What are our next steps?
Michelle Muñoz & Pradeep Suthram
Conference Center: Azteca 2
Addressing the Social Sector Talent Gap
Social ventures that can attract and retain top talent can achieve scale and sustainability far more quickly than
others. What are some best practices that social ventures can adopt to address the talent gap? What are some
innovative solutions and partnerships that allow social ventures to compete with a shortage of talent? How can
mentorship programs help organizations scale?
Andrew Clark, Meena Palaniappan & Louise Ruhr
Conference Center: Maya 1
Scaling for Impact while Safeguarding Mission Integrity
The search for scale is born of a desire to eradicate poverty more widely, more quickly, benefitting more people
while efficiently using of resources. Some practitioners fear that seeking scale can mean compromising one’s
development approach. How do you balance the search for scale with safeguarding the strategic and
philosophical integrity of your program? What paths to scale are most compatible with your mission and vision?
Diane Johnson & Megan Kashner
Conference Center: Maya 2
Confronting Race in the Work of Changemaking
Are the conversations we normally engage in around race an example of that old definition of insanity? Are we
trying the same thing over and over again, expecting different results? Let’s have a different conversation. What
skills, competencies and perspectives are necessary for us to have thoughtful, reflective and impactful
conversations on race that propel our work forward? How can understanding our social identities support us?
Rodolphe Eloi, Elie Lafortune, Cathy Parrill
Conference Center: Tolteca 2
& Franck Toussaint
Systemic Grassroots Change: An Integrated Community-Based Approach
Can integrated, multi-prong, community-based capacity building transform communities and usher in lasting
systemic change? How can partners at all levels – local leadership, local businesses and nonprofits, international
nonprofits, and funders – come together to create an integrated, bottom-up model that is both replicable and
scalable? Join us to share challenges, explore solutions, and jointly create a resource toolkit for systemic change.
Camille George & Betsy Teutsch
Mini Club
Accelerating Entrepreneurship with Small-Scale
Post-Harvest Income Generating Devices
Post-harvest loss reduction has enormous potential for alleviating poverty, improving food security, and mitigating
climate change. The growing humanitarian engineering sector is designing affordable, effective small-scale
income generating devices for smallholder farmers and food processors. What are the supply chain challenges for
device manufacturing, distribution, and market adoption? What can we do together to accelerate adoption?
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17 TH
Tuesday, October 17th
3:00-5:00pm

Capacity Building Clinics

Devin Hibbard
Estrella Theater
Be the Key to Effective Income Generation for People in Poverty
Ready for high energy interaction? For people living in poverty, the ability to sustainably increase their income is
key to improved well-being. In this gamefied workshop, we will crowd-source the best ideas for truly helping
people increase their incomes and overcome common challenges. Come ready to acquire concrete strategies
that you can put into action. Be prepared to share your ideas, have fun, win prizes, and be inspired!

Oscar Abello & Chiara Bullen
Conference Center: Tolteca 1
Nobody Really Knows How to Use Social Media
Boehm Media Clinic
We’ll dig into the social media process by exploring our own regular use of social media. What do we do on a
regular basis? How are performance and impact measured? And why? By letting our work be your experiment,
you’ll learn from our trials and errors, and learn why what works today for one organization may not work
tomorrow, or for another organization. What questions do you need to be asking to succeed on social media?

TUESDAY

Hannah Darnton & Maria Franco
Conference Center: Azteca 3
Fundraising Basics:
How to Get Funded by the Right Foundation
We all know that fundraising is a mysterious process. We’ll work to unravel some of the mystery and give you real
insights, strategies and tactics to get your organization funded. Learn how to identify the right foundations, get
their attention, and present your story. You will walk away with tips on how to avoid common fundraising mistakes
and deliver your message in a way that helps you stand out and get funded.

Ayla Schlosser
Miramar Room
Storytelling for Leadership
When you communicate through personal stories, you do more than transfer information – you foster connection.
Want to learn a compelling and powerful framework for storytelling? Crave a more authentic answer to, “So what
do you do?” Come learn to tell your leadership story! Connect with your values, reflect on important moments in
your life, and learn how to leverage those to build support for the type of change you wish to see in the world.

5:15-6:45pm

EDUCATION CROSS-CONVENING KICK OFF

Sujatha Sebastian
Mini Club
Sustainable Development Goal 4: Early Childhood Education
Calling all education experts: Join us for the first in a series of conversations taking place at impact
conferences this coming year. Help us define critical topics and set the 2018 Agenda for sessions at the Skoll
World Forum, Global Philanthropy Forum, Devex, Blueprints and more! Delegates involved in other impact
networks interested in bringing this cross-convening forum to your communities are welcome to join to learn more.
We’ll have food!
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TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 17 TH
Tuesday, October 17th
6:30pm

Dinner Service Begins

7:00-8:30pm

Cluster-Forks

Luna Azul & Miramar Restaurants

TUESDAY

Vava Angwenyi
Luna Azul
Improving the Due Diligence Process for Social Enterprises & Impact Investors
How can we improve the due diligence process for both social enterprises and impact investors? What are the
key guiding principles? How lengthy and time consuming does the process need to be? Does it have to be
arduous and intrusive? How can social entrepreneurs gauge the seriousness of investors? Should investors put
down a facilitation fee?
Tifany Boyles
Luna Azul
Social Franchising: Getting beyond McGood
Social franchising is a tool to scale impact, but few best practice playbooks exist. Can scale and integrity co-exist
through this private sector concept? How do you customize services locally while adhering to the core practices
that make your program effective? How does a world-class marketing strategy factor into creating demand among
both ‘franchisees’ and ‘customers’? How do you explain all this to philanthropic funders and partners?
Luna Azul
Caroline Chirenga
Redefining Financial Services for Communities
Can communities be empowered to offer their own financial services? A Nation is not the unit of the economy.
Evidence suggests that truly resilient and prospering economies are built by thriving communities. Community
Currencies are one example of the tools we have at our disposal, using today’s technologies to empower a new
generation of financial services. What can we learn from Community Currencies and Kenya’s m-pesa?
Sarah Koch
Luna Azul
Using Empathy in the Field as a Development Tool
Can you lead with questions instead of answers? What if we start by modeling approaches that leave space for the
unique needs and challenges of the individuals we serve? Leading with deep listening and empathy can be a
powerful development approach. Why is this often missing? How can we begin to explore and encourage deep
listening and empathetic responses while cultivating partnerships that foster greater impact with the community?
Frederick Marx
Miramar
Veterans Journey Home
What works best for veterans to successfully transition back into civilian life? Documentary film underway!
Yesenia Matamoros
Miramar
Gender + Water & Sanitation + Climate
Gender Equality, Water, Sanitation & Hygiene (WASH) and Climate Actions are sustainable development goals.
How does your organization involve communities, enterprises and local government in impactful actions for social
change? How does your staff prepare to face challenges? Share your experiences to help solutions in WASH,
Gender and Environment reach sustainability programs in more countries.
Jonathan Tusubira
Miramar
Media Literacy in the Age of Fake News
Boehm Media Cluster-Fork
Fake news is not a new phenomenon, but it abounds in our world today. Come join a solutions oriented
conversation about how to become an informed media consumer. We’ll cover everything from the basics of media
literacy and social media etiquette, to research-based solutions implemented in work around the world.
Leslie Engle Young
Miramar
Public-Private Partnerships in International Education
A public-private partnership (PPP) is often seen as an innovative way to increase access to and quality of
education in low-resource, developing world contexts. Is a PPP model a sustainable one for this context? Are
there other types of multi-stakeholder partnerships better suited for this context? How can NGOs seek out and
form sustainable multi-stakeholder partnerships? What role should funders play in encouraging collaboration?
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Wednesday, October 18th
12:00pm

Lunch Service Begins

12:30-2:00pm

Cluster-Forks

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18 TH
Luna Azul & Miramar Restaurants

Alex Amouyel
Luna Azul
Challenge Workshop: Learning, Health, Sustainability & Prosperity
We bring together technologists, social entrepreneurs, business leaders, policymakers, researchers, and other
change agents to unearth and implement solutions to specific, actionable challenges around education, health,
sustainability, and economic prosperity. Who from this community and beyond could be involved in solving these
challenges – as social entrepreneurs or supporters? What pressing challenges could we be catalytic in targeting?
Hamoon Ekhtiari & Kathleen Holland
Luna Azul
Future of Impact at Scale: The Promise of Systems Change & Audacious Innovation
Actors across private, public and civic sectors realize that too often their own individual efforts are sub-scale,
program centric, and fail to truly move the needle. Yet, common approaches to partnership and collaboration
rarely produce materially better results. How do these themes show up in the efforts of your organizations? How
can emerging tools, approaches, and mindsets create the opportunity to drive radically better results?
Luna Azul
Josephine Gordon
The Impact of Culture, Commerce & Charity on Poverty
Join a heartfelt and sincere discussion on our motives for giving, as well as motives for continuously accepting aid.
Where have departures from indigenous culture been inimical to poorer communities? What role does culture,
commerce and charity play in the migration of economic refugees to countries which have laws and regulations
making it hard for Africa to trade on fair terms, and harming agriculture which supports 70% of the population?

David Leventhal
Miramar
Regenerative Tourism: Hospitality & Community Development
Does your work in poverty alleviation have a hospitality or tourism component? Or could one improve the health,
education and general welfare of the communities you serve? If so, join us for a lively discussion about tourism’s
value add, challenges, lessons learned, and unintended consequences. Tourism is the third largest job source for
developing countries, after farming and education. How can it create more resilient ecosystems?
Sherry Sacino
Miramar
Stories for Indigenous Children
There is a global effort to provide mother-tongue stories to early learners. Do you work with indigenous
populations? How can we make this a reality? How can we play a part in bringing stories to the lives of the
children? Why is it important for children to learn in their mother tongue? How can storytelling build community
cohesiveness?

WEDNESDAY

Ruskin Hartley, Larry Ruff & Rebecca Van Bergen
Luna Azul
From Coffee to Craft: Forging a Meta-Movement of Conscious Consumers
Fair Trade has built a shared value model between conscious consumers, responsible companies, and global
producers. Nest’s model supports home-based workers and artisans to have visibility and ultimately sustainability.
Now we’re reflecting on other supply chain transparency efforts in organics, non-GMO, Forestry Stewardship and
Marine Stewardship. Could we coordinate our communities to achieve larger, more transformational outcomes?

Reginald Stanley
Miramar
Bridge-Building & Interdependence in Impact Investing in North America: Canada to Mexico
Our world is facing a rising tide of nationalism that threatens to divide us. It has never been more necessary to
create genuine connections between nations and regions for talent, capital, and expertise to effectively mobilize
impact entrepreneurs and investors. We can save valuable time and resources and achieve greater results if we
learn from and work with each other. What can impact investors do to build practical bridges between nations?
Alyssa Wright
Miramar
Engaging Millennials for High Impact
In today’s world, Millennial engagement is a driving force for social change organizations. As funders, fundraisers,
advocates and leaders, how can organizations be responsive to and embrace the unique gifts, talents and
perspective of this generation? How can organizations engage, invite and steward Millennials as they become
powerful advocates and funders of systemic change? How is effective inter-generational collaboration fostered?
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18 TH
Wednesday, October 18th
3:00-5:00pm

Conversations for Change

Steph Cordes & Andy Lower
Conference Center: Azteca 1
Ethical Fashion & Collaboration:
Working Together to Transform an Industry
A $3 trillion industry, the world’s second largest, fashion employs 1 in 6 people and touches every person who
wears and buys clothes – essentially everyone. Social consumers are on the rise, not only concerned with how a
product looks, but its associated social and environmental costs. How can ethical fashion enterprises capture
more of the market and leverage our collective expertise, connections and communities to transform the industry?
Ron Boehm & Kristin Hull
Conference Center: Azteca 2
The Elephant in the Room: Money
Join this conversation to benefit from other’s mistakes, successes and lessons learned. We all have something to
share regardless if we’re an investor, an entrepreneur, a philanthropist or a nonprofit. Raising money takes time
and energy on both ends. How do we make this smoother for everyone? What are the hardest and easiest things
about raising money, and about investing it or giving it away? Come share honest reflections and practical advice.

WEDNESDAY

Julie Colombino & Katie Godkin Morales
Conference Center: Maya 2
Building Economic Stability in Hispaniola
The island of Hispaniola is one of beauty and home to both Haiti and the Dominican Republic, with racial and
political tension, divided in every sense. Join forces to catalyze a new pathway: building economic stability across
BOTH Hispaniola nations, bringing forth opportunities for growth, partnership and sustainable impact. How do we
turn poverty into prosperity with sustainable product development? How do we create long-term employment?
George McGraw & Keno Sadler
Conference Center: Tolteca 1
Courageous Conversations: Inequity in the U.S.
What strategies from the Global South can be used to combat poverty in the Global North? Millions of Americans
in the United States still live without access to clean water, electricity or a sustainable source of healthy food. In
the age of nationalism, what are the similarities and differences between domestic and international anti-poverty
work? Who’s engaged in this work? What programs, attitudes or partnerships are helpful and unhelpful?
Lucson Dervilus, David Oginga, James Sempere
Conference Center: Tolteca 2
& Elizabeth Stelluto Dunaier
Last Mile Sustainable Solutions
The last mile can be a challenge but the impact and rewards are tremendous. What practical approaches are
reaching the most vulnerable populations? The Gnu Foundation, with our partners including local schools,
children’s homes, clinics and other institutions, funds and catalyzes social enterprises, family empowerment and
microloan programs. What are you doing successfully? Let’s learn about each other’s approaches and collaborate
toward new innovative solutions.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18 TH
Wednesday, October 18th
3:00-5:00pm

Capacity Building Clinics

Nirit Harel
Conference Center: Azteca 3
Marketing what Matters with Impact:
Making the Case for Giving
Most organizations are challenged to concisely articulate what they do, and how they are different, making it
difficult to differentiate them in a competitive philanthropic landscape. Learn the basics of preparing an
organizational narrative, language and distinct positioning, beginning with internal marketing strategy and
extending outward to external audiences. How do we integrate our messaging into our culture so that our brand is
consistent? What basic tools do we need in place to launch in new markets? How do we position our
organizational spokespeople in a way that we remain relevant, scalable and sustainable?
Maame Afon Yelbert-Sai
Conference Center: Maya 1
Voice, Agency & Power: “Do Good ~ But First, Do No Harm”
“Charity is good, but at some point, we must ask what are the social conditions that make charity necessary.”
Especially in international development work, we must be careful not to perpetuate stereotypes, and take away
agency from the people who hold the solutions in their hands. We must hold in highest regard respect for local
expertise and solutions. With stories, discussions, photo-journalism and other creative information sharing, we’ll
examine how to “Do Good without Causing Harm.” Let’s explore strategies for how to effectively and respectfully
communicate and engage with relevance, to ensure social change and sustainable development in Africa.

Lee Paiva
Estrella Theater
You’re going where!? Safety Skills for a Daring Life
Many of us live, work, visit or pass through areas at high risk of violence. It’s important to become literate in as
many strategies as possible to prevent violence against yourself or others. Come learn dozens of highly effective,
proven skills to help you deal with conflicts ranging from the mildly annoying to life threatening. These skills are
applicable for international and U.S. contexts. Best of all, once learned, these strategies last a lifetime!
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WEDNESDAY

Catherine Cheney & Ellen Wilson
Conference Center: Office
What Stories are Hiding in Your Organization?
Boehm Media Clinic
Raising funds, mobilizing supporters, or bringing new partners on board? Media coverage raises the profile of
your organization. But how do you get on the radar of key media? Learn how to get your stories covered! Leave
with ideas you can take home. Uncover newsworthy stories in your organization, and figure out how to highlight
impact in a compelling way. Understand how to frame your pitch to entice journalists. Walk away confident that
you’ll avoid common pitfalls, with best practices to use so the world can hear your story.
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WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 18 TH
Wednesday, October 18th
6:30pm

Dinner Service Begins

7:00-8:30pm

Cluster-Forks

Luna Azul & Miramar Restaurant

Tara Abrahams
Luna Azul
The Girl Project: Building a Movement
The Girl Project, a philanthropic initiative of Glamour magazine, aims to mobilize American women to ensure girls
everywhere have access to the secondary education they deserve. Should we encourage our readers to share
content, donate to the cause, volunteer – or all of the above? What other specific actions can an ordinary reader
take to create extraordinary change for girls? What tools, technology and resources facilitate engagement?
Uduak Amimo
Luna Azul
Transforming the Education Experience in Underfunded Secondary Schools
Quality secondary schooling ensures healthier, more productive and civically engaged adults – IF students are
well-nourished and in safe environments at home and in school. But what if you don’t have access to quality
education? Or your environment means that you are getting lost in school? Come share your experiences and
learnings on how we might environment-proof students in underfunded secondary schools.

WEDNESDAY

Richard Fahey
Luna Azul
Another Career, Another Chance: The Journey of Second/Third Stage Social Entrepreneurs
Whether you’re 20 or 70, what happens if you quit your job and venture out into social entrepreneurship? How do
entrepreneurs make their decision, and struggle with the transition? What’s the difference between what you
thought would happen, and what actually occurred? Did you find out who your friends and supporters are? What
can funders do (or not do!) to create mutually-rewarding partnerships with social entrepreneurs?
Corrina Grace, Laura Hartman, T. Jackson Kaguri & Sylvia van den Brink
Luna Azul
Can Non-Income Generating Nonprofits Thrive in an Era of Impact Investing?
Some essential nonprofit activities – such as education or human rights – contribute capacity and resources
crucial for developing economies to flourish, but public sources of support don’t exist in many countries. What are
the most effective and productive strategies for funding and sustaining these cornerstones of developing
economies? How do we value these essential service providers in our societies? How does that impact funding?
Daniel Kaufman
Miramar
Creating a Values-Based Culture at Your Organization
Organizations work every day to drive impact in the issues they care about, and at the end of the day, they need
dedicated, hardworking staff to get the job done. How do you get good people to stay? Creating and living up to a
values-based culture at your organization will help you to bring in good people, and then help them thrive. How
can organizations embed values into their work? Join us to discuss a process for articulating authentic values.
Laurie Lane-Zucker
Miramar
Building & Funding an Impact Economy
Systems-minded impact entrepreneurs and investors are increasingly focused on building an impact economy,
characterized by an abundance of double and triple bottom line businesses fueled by impact investments. In what
different ways are leaders in the impact space contributing to building impact economies – at the local, regional,
national, and global levels? Through entrepreneurship, investing, policy, and what other synergistic efforts?
Thomas Lauruol
Miramar
Investing in Agriculture Enterprises: Food Security & Sustainable Rural Jobs
We’re interested in learning from your experience! Over the last 15 years, we’ve invested $50K-$2M in 70
sub-Saharan African enterprises, 30% of which are agribusinesses increasing food security and creating
sustainable income for smallholder farmers. How can impact be measured without high costs, and how can we
help the industry adopt better metrics? How do we align long-term value chain building with a fund time horizon?
Lumbie Mlambo
Miramar
Dismissing the Myth that Rural Communities Deserve Little
Have you heard that country life is ‘quiet’ and ‘restful’? Let’s dispel the myth that rural communities need little!
This can only be achieved through empathy and education about the significance of preserving culture and life in
these areas. Rural communities are growing in numbers, so are newborns - and the aging population is not
slowing down. What is key to providing necessities and lifting families above the poverty line?
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19 TH
Thursday, October 19th
12:00pm

Lunch Service Begins

12:30-2:00pm

Cluster-Forks

Luna Azul & Miramar Restaurants

Gabrielle Alicino & Theodros Seyoum
Luna Azul
Health in Schools
Ebola led to one of the biggest education reforms in the world. Health in education boosts attendance, builds
trust, and changes the game for children. What is the role of health care in the school setting? What is the role of
Public Private Partnerships and sustainable social enterprise in solving education gaps in developing countries?
Hear examples from Liberia and share your own. What does success look like?
Luna Azul
Mariana Costa
Skills Training for Low-Income Youth
Low-income youth often face multiple barriers to accessing quality higher education. If we want to give equal
opportunity to their talent, we need to start designing education systems that are more accessible, holistic and
effective in preparing them with skills the market needs. How can we provide low-income youth with the skills,
both technical and personal, to launch high-skilled careers?
Alexander Dunaway
Luna Azul
Redefining Social Enterprise as Community Enterprise
How can we re-situate enterprise development where it matters most: job creation in marginalized communities?
In our fervor for scale and standardization, we can forget that each context and community is different. And in
doing so, we lose the opportunity and power of linking business with its ultimate purpose: serving those around it,
providing employment, and local leadership. How can community enterprise be harnessed for local good?
Sophie Eckrich
Luna Azul
Making Happy: Tips & Strategies for a Clear & Empowering Investor Relationship
How do you set the tone for transparent and empowering investor relationships pre- and post- investment? What
are some strategies to turn a difficult situation into an empowering one?
Grégoire Landel
Miramar
City Taps
The billion urban poor who don’t have running water at home pay a triple tax on poverty: time, money, and health.
Understanding what stands in the way of every urban household having water at home is key. Can we finance
better infrastructure? How? Come share your insights on infrastructure development, micro-credit, urban planning,
shared savings groups, alternative financing, community-based organizations, and more.
Caren McCormack
Miramar
Benefit Corporations in Action
For-profit business as a means of funding nonprofit activities shows strong promise to generate in-country
income. How are you using for-profit business (outside the U.S.) to fund services? We’d love to share what we’ve
learned so far launching business efforts in Kenya, and gain insight from others doing the same. What challenges
are you facing – entity registration, risk mitigation, taxation loopholes, corruption? Where have you succeeded?

Lindy Wafula
Miramar
World Ventures, Village Ventures: How to Complete Social Entrepreneurship Full Circle
What is the role of international organizations and global social enterprises in the development and sustainability
of village enterprises? What is the power of a grant and other in kind skills and resources in the empowerment of
village entrepreneurs? Can African village women entrepreneurs do more than sell vegetables under the hot sun?
What is the future of business and cultural relations between world ventures and village enterprises?
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THURSDAY

Emily Teitsworth
Miramar
Participatory Advocacy for Systems Change
One of the keys to achieving systems-level change is work at scale. Advocacy presents an essential and
sustainable complement to poverty alleviation work, but is often neglected by direct service organizations. How
might we meaningfully incorporate advocacy into our organizations and networks? How can we center our
participants and other marginalized stakeholders in this process?
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19 TH
Thursday, October 19th
3:00-5:00pm

Conversations for Change

Maria Omare & Fredrick Ouko
Conference Center: Maya 2
Investing in Children & Youth with Disabilities
We are all working to eradicate poverty, yet development efforts pay little attention to the world’s poorest: people
with disabilities. 15% of the world`s poor have one form of a disability or another. By leaving this population
behind, will we ever end poverty? Investing in the education of persons with disabilities increases employment
and reduces poverty dramatically. How can we all ensure this population is included in paths to prosperity?
Deborah Burand, Tara Cunningham & Jan Piercy
Conference Center: Tolteca 1
Reimagining Legal Education to Put Impact into Practice
What do impact investors, social entrepreneurs and philanthropists most need from their legal advisors? What
can legal educators do to help grow a generation of lawyers who are agents of social change? How do law
schools currently embed themes of social impact and entreprise? What more can law schools do to help lawyers
apply their skills more effectively in this field? Let’s reimagine legal education to put impact into law practice.
Cristi Hegranes, Sasha Rabsey & Ash Rogers
Conference Center: Tolteca 2
Transform Funding Dynamics with Trust Based Philanthropy
Lack of trust between funders and nonprofits leads to wasted time and murky outcomes. With trust, the stage is
set for harmony and success. Together, let’s create a manifesto for trust based philanthropy that includes
meaningful communication, greater transparency and partnership. How do you want to be seen? How central is
relationship building in your work? Do you provide multi-year unrestricted funding? What impact do power
dynamics have on your work? What is the spirit with which you enter this work?

3:00-5:00pm

Unconference at the Unconference

Conference Center: Azteca 1+2+3

Organize a small group conversation on the topic that matters most to you this week! Here’s how it works:
(1) Submit a topic idea to Dan Tuttle before noon on Wednesday.
(2) Check the Unconference schedule, which will be posted by 6pm Wednesday in the Conference Center
and near the mailboxes.

THURSDAY

(3) Join an Unconference conversation 3-5pm Thursday, hosted by the Delegate who suggested the topic.
Complete details available online:
http://opportunitycollaboration2017.pathable.com/meetings/526005
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19 TH
Thursday, October 19th
3:00-5:00pm

Capacity Building Clinics

Katherine Knotts
Conference Center: Maya 1
So You Want to Write a Book?
Writing a book is an art. Writing the right book? That’s the science. If you’ve ‘got a book in you,’ this clinic will help
you position your concept within the marketplace of ideas, analyse your audience, and identify the results you
want to achieve with your book. We’ll also talk about the writing process itself: creating your narrative arc, finding
your voice and developing a writing approach that works for you. Come along for a lively informal discussion,
frank and funny insights, and absolutely no dangling participles.
Peter Aronson
Conference Center: Office
Think You Can Pitch?
Boehm Media Clinic
You believe in what you do. But does anyone else? Come find out. First, among your peers. Then, with a panel of
experts. Share your pitch (max 2 mins) to see how compelling it is and where you lose your audience. Work with
each other to strengthen your pitch by getting more concise, filling in the gaps, and using words that resonate.
Understand how to tailor your message to your audience, then pitch to real journalists working in print, digital,
television, and radio to hear what captures their interest. Come see if you can leave the audience wanting more.
Gretchen Steidle
Mini Club
Mindfulness for Social Innovation
This interactive workshop offers space for you to learn practices for mindfulness, not only for your own-well-being,
but as design tools for advancing your social impact work. We’ll explore the science behind mindfulness, cultivate
resilience as self-aware leaders, and work with mindfulness-based social innovation tools for solving social issues
more creatively, compassionately and collaboratively for longer-term, sustainable impact.

THURSDAY

Zach Anderson & Tina Sciabica
Miramar Room
How to Lead Complex Collaborations
Collaborating is notoriously difficult due to personalities, politics, resources, and other barriers. The HOW of
collaboration, even with aligned and well-intentioned partners, can often be elusive and frustrating. What
fundamental elements do successful collaborations have in common? What red flags should we look out for when
deciding to collaborate? Let’s share concrete examples of tools, frameworks, and peronsal capacities that can
make our community and organizational collaborations more effective right now.
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